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In a series of announcements from Disney the other day, an announcement stood out from the rest. No, it wasn't the teaser footage from Loki or the expansion of the Star Wars universe, but the announcement that Pixar will release a prequel to Toy Story about Buzz Lightyear. I don't even have the words.
- Chris Evans (@ChrisEvans) December 11, 2020 To make the announcement sweeter, the person who will vote Buzz is none other than Captain America himself, Chris Evans. The animated film, titled Lightyear will explore life the real Buzz Lightyear from which the toy was inspired. As explained by
Chris Evans himself in one of his tweets, ... Just to be clear, this is not the Buzz Lightyear toy. This is the origin story of the human Buzz Lightyear on which the toy is based. Lightyear blasts its way into theaters On July 17, 2017. Expressed by @ChrisEvans, get ready to go to infinity and beyond with
Lightyear.    pic.twitter.com/LdYXlN33sP — Pixar (@Pixar) December 11, 2020 We don't know about you, but hopefully the pandemic is gone by 2022 and we can finally enjoy this movie about the origins of one of our favorite characters. Read also: Mario Lopez is KFC's Colonel Sanders in
Lifetime's New Hot &amp; Spicy Romance Movie 'A Recipe for Seduction' Follow us on Facebook, Youtube, Twitter and Instagram for the latest stories and updates daily. Picture: Pixar In the world of Toy Story movies, the Buzz Lightyear toy was based on a giant space series. But we've never really seen
that world (unless you were a diehard viewer of the Buzz Lightyear of Star Command cartoon). That's about to change, as Pixar officially reverses a giant sci-fi action movie based on the character. Peter Docter revealed his plans for the film on Disney Investor Day 2020 - along with a deluge of other film
and TV news. To make things even better, Star Command's best Space Ranger will be voted by Captain America himself, Chris Evans. (Sorry, Tim Allen.) The film will take viewers to where the original Buzz Lightyear story first began. According to a tweet from Pixar, the film will pick up with Buzz only
starting as a young test pilot, long before his days as space ranger, and the inspiration to go talking action figures. Lightyear will be the first time pixar has ever made a Toy Story spinoff as a full film, despite many shows and series taking place in the universe already. Lightyear is set to hit theaters on
June 17, 2022.
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